18.4.4
Transfer of liquids among vessels, containers, tanks, and piping systems by means of air or inert gas pressure shall be permitted only under all of the following conditions:

1. The vessels, containers, tanks, and piping systems shall be designed for such pressurized transfer and shall be capable of withstanding the anticipated operating pressure.
2. Safety and operating controls, including pressure-relief devices, shall be provided to prevent overpressure of any part of the system.
3. Only inert gas shall be used to transfer Class I liquids. Only inert gas shall be used to transfer Class II and Class III liquids that are heated above their flash points.

18.4.4.1
Dispensing of Class I liquids from a container by means of air shall be permitted under the following conditions:

1. The pressure shall be generated by means of a listed hand-operated device.
2. Pressure shall not exceed a gauge pressure of 6 psi (41 kPa) and pressure relief shall be provided.
3. The container shall not exceed 119 gal (450 L) and shall be capable of withstanding the maximum pressure generated by the device.
4. The device shall be bonded and grounded or shall be demonstrated as not being capable of generating a static charge under any operating condition.
5. The device shall be constructed of material compatible with the liquid dispensed.